<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room England</th>
<th>Room Scotland</th>
<th>Room Wales</th>
<th>Room Northern Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Registration, exhibition, sponsored symposia, and pre-plenary TED talks

tbc

### Opening plenary

**No place for RCTs in ICU?**
Jean-Louis Vincent vs. the world @jlvincen

**Gillian Hanson lecture: the three unfinished revolutions in critical care**
Jack Iwashyna, US @iwashyna

**Only 10% of UK intensivists are female: how can we do better?**
Anna Batchelor + panel, UK @annabatchelor @fwallace1 @charlot Summers @kathmaitland

### Managing the heart in ICU

**Joint session with ACTACC (formerly ACTA)**
Coronary disease in the ICU
Nick Fletcher, UK @echotrainer

**Inotropes in cardiogenic shock**
Gudrun Kunst

**Does IABP still have a role?**
Alain Vuylsteke, UK

**Panel discussion + Q&A**

### Creating the future

**Lessons from space medicine**
Kevin Fong, UK @kevin_fong

**What can ICU learn from F1 technology?**
Adam Hill, McLaren Applied Technologies

**Learning from Google Deepmind**
Mustafa Suleyman, co-founder, UK @mustafasuleyman

**Panel discussion**

### Point of care ultrasound

**From neophyte to ninja: pushing the boundaries**

- Should POCUS be left to the 'Ologists?
- Governance: who is supervising who?
- FICE & CUSIC in the UK: how to, why to
- Going beyond heart & lung

**All-star UK POCUS panel – details soon**

### Jean-Louis Vincent masterclass

**Planes, trains and automobiles**
Confessions of a globetrotting intensivist: a dialogue with the audience
Jean-Louis Vincent, Belgium @jlvincen (capacity limit 150)

### Coffee, pop-up talks, e-Poster viewing and judging (exhibition hall)

### Lunch (provided), e-Posters, exhibition + lunchtime symposia

### afternoon 2

#### ED are from Venus, ICU from Mars

**Two tribes?**
Peter Brindley, Canada @docpgb

Who should be allowed to intubate?
Simon Laing, UK @laing_simon

If Carlsberg made cardiac arrest pathways...
Matt Thomas, UK

**Border Raids: clinical cases from ED/ICU**
Rebecca Maxwell, UK @MaxiRebecca

### Recovery & rehab: mapping the journey

**No free lunch: what early rehab costs the pt**
Claire Black, UK

First, pick your patient: identify & stratify
Jack Iwashyna, US @iwashyna

Collaborate to mobilise: who does what?
Louise Rose, Canada

Putting the patient in charge: does it work?
Leanne Aitken, UK

### Can we stop talking about sepsis?

**Sepsis-3: where are we?**
Jean-Louis Vincent, Belgium @jlvincen

**NICE sepsis guidelines**
Richard Beale, UK

### Ultrasound masterclass

**A workshop for the curious & converted**

Pro-con
Which to learn first: heart or lung?

**Taking it further**
Lung water, the diaphragm & more
Clinical potpourri

"I found it on ultrasound"

### Pop-up evening talks

**Pop-up podium talks**
Informative but fun ‘soapbox’ talks, embedded in the social reception.

### Trainees Pecha Kucha session

**20 slides x 20 seconds per slide**
Who has the skills to make their case? Pick up a glass of wine, and come and find out.
## ICS State of the Art 2016

### Physical rehab
- Bronwen Connolly, UK

### Emerging threats
- Lt Col Andy Johnston

### Cutting-edge interventions
- Martin Malina, Sweden
- REBOA
- Samy Sadek, UK
- VA-ECMO
- Alastair Proudfoot, UK

### Panel discussion
- Is new always better?

### Learning from acute medicine
- Joint session, Society for Acute Medicine
- Frailty in the acutely ill patient
  - Mark Holland, SAM President, UK
  - BTS NIV guidelines – an acute medical view
  - Nick Scriven, SAM Pres-Elect, UK
- Acute severe asthma
  - Catherine Snelson, UK

### The view from the ICU bed
- The survivor’s tale
  - Mr Alex Lewis, UK
  - www.alex-lewis.co.uk
  - Miss Alex Crick, plastic surgeon, UK
- The patient’s experience of rehab
  - Eve Corner, UK

### Managing the lung
- Cell therapies in ARDS
  - Danny McCauley, UK
  - @dfmcauley
- IFN-β in ARDS
  - Geoff Bellinger, UK
  - @GBellinger
- GM-CSF therapy for VAP
  - John Simpson, UK

### Global challenges in critical care
- Africa: challenges and opportunities
  - Kath Maitland, UK
  - @KathMaitland
  - Achieving excellence with low resources
  - Rashan Haniffa, UK/Sri Lanka
- Care for the few vs. care for the many?
  - Brian Cuthbertson, Canada

### Metabolism in critical illness
- IRONMAN
  - Steve Webb, Australia
  - Vitamin D
  - Karin Amrein, Austria
  - @79ka2011
- Can we influence muscle wasting in ICU?
  - Dannii Bear, UK
  - @danni_dietitian

### Who looks after us?
- Morale, stress and burnout in critical care
  - Linda-Jayne Mottram, UK
  - Strategies for resilience
  - Helgi Johannsen, UK
  - @traumagado

### The David Bennett session
- Life, East Africa, and critical care: a personal dialogue
  - Kath Maitland, UK
  - @KathMaitland

### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall)

### Oral presentations
- Research

### Submit your abstract now at soa.ics.ac.uk

### Deadline Sept 15th

### Day 2 Tuesday 6th December

### Room England

#### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

- Children with complex conditions - what happens when they reach adulthood?
  - Case-based discussion • Ethics, decision-making, consensus • Aspects of management
  - Patrick Davies, UK
  - Dan Harvey, UK
  - Louise Rose, Canada
  - Peter Wilson, PICS President, UK

#### Metabolism in critical illness
- IRONMAN
  - Steve Webb, Australia
  - Vitamin D
  - Karin Amrein, Austria
  - @79ka2011
- Can we influence muscle wasting in ICU?
  - Dannii Bear, UK
  - @danni_dietitian

#### Panel discussion
- Is supplementation in ICU a waste of time?

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall)

### Oral presentations
- Research

### Submit your abstract now at soa.ics.ac.uk

### Deadline Sept 15th

### Room Scotland

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Room Wales

#### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Room Northern Ireland

#### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Second day wine reception

### *Indicative times. Individual sessions will have staggered start and end times. For more information, check the conference website.

### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15

### Day 2 Tuesday 6th December

### Room England

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Room Scotland

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Room Wales

#### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Room Northern Ireland

#### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15

#### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

#### Lunch (provided) + lightning symposia

#### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 15.00*

#### PICS session: transition to adulthood

#### Metabolism in critical illness

#### Panel discussion

### Second day wine reception

### *Indicative times. Individual sessions will have staggered start and end times. For more information, check the conference website.
### Daybreak session
08.30 – 09.15
- **Organ donation**
  - Dan Harvey, UK
- **Cancer critical care**
  - Pascale Gruber, UK

### Morning 1
09.15 – 10.30*
- **SCCM/ASPEN guidelines: we did it our way**
  - Arthur van Zanten, Belgium
- **Doing it for real: practical application**
  - Danni Bear, London @danni_dietitian

### Morning 2
11.15 – 12.30*
- **The ICS Trainee Committee Prize session**
  - "ICU is under attack!"
  - What is the biggest threat to ICU?
  - Submit your talk proposal at soa.ics.ac.uk

### Afternoon 1
13.45 – 16.30*
- **Complexities & controversies**
  - Yoanna Skobrik, Canada
- **Brain waves and outcomes**
  - Arjen Slooter, Netherlands
- **Attention to inattention**
  - Zöe Tieges, UK @ZoeTieges

### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

### The Cauldron
- **Ethics: end of life**
  - A UK Ethical Framework
  - Chris Bassford, UK @ICUDecisions
  - Bedside ethics and 'the Last Bed'
  - Dale Gardiner, UK
  - Dead men tell no lies? Mortality, ethics and outcome
  - Dan Harvey, UK

### Delirium & sedation
- **Airway management in ICU**
  - When it hits the fan: airways in ED and ICU
  - Peter Brindley, Canada @docpgb
  - Should videolaryngoscopy be routine in ICU? A debate
  - MDT clinic: practical management of the tracheostomy patient

### Airway management in ICU
- **How I would treat...**
  - Practical, case-based guidance on common dilemmas

### ICF Gold Medal presentations
- **Clinical trials masterclass**
  - Defend your position: opening statements
  - Big is beautiful (is the ANZICS model best?)
  - Steve Webb, Australia
  - Sizing up the problem
  - Brian Cuthbertson, Canada
  - Look before you leap (into Phase III studies)
  - Danny McAuley, UK
  - Picking the right end point
  - Bronwen Connolly, UK
  - Heterogeneity of treatment effect
  - Jack Iwashyna
  - Panel debate: which ways forward?

### Closing plenary
- **ICS, ICF, FICM and NIHR awards**
- **Current trials:**
  - *Interpreting the big studies of 2015-2016*
  - *Your chance to grill the investigators*
  - *New faces and new directions*

### Lunch (provided) + lunchtime symposia

### Day 3 Wednesday 7th December

#### Room England
- **Nutrition**
  - SCCM/ASPEN guidelines: we did it our way
  - The European perspective
  - Doing it for real: practical application
  - Danni Bear, London @danni_dietitian
  - Panel discussion

#### Room Scotland
- **Ethics: end of life**
  - A UK Ethical Framework
  - Chris Bassford, UK @ICUDecisions
  - Bedside ethics and 'the Last Bed'
  - Dale Gardiner, UK
  - Dead men tell no lies? Mortality, ethics and outcome
  - Dan Harvey, UK
  - Panel discussion

#### Room Wales
- **Airway management in ICU**
  - When it hits the fan: airways in ED and ICU
  - Peter Brindley, Canada @docpgb
  - Should videolaryngoscopy be routine in ICU? A debate
  - MDT clinic: practical management of the tracheostomy patient

#### Room Northern Ireland
- **Clinical trials masterclass**
  - Defend your position: opening statements
  - Big is beautiful (is the ANZICS model best?)
  - Steve Webb, Australia
  - Sizing up the problem
  - Brian Cuthbertson, Canada
  - Look before you leap (into Phase III studies)
  - Danny McAuley, UK
  - Picking the right end point
  - Bronwen Connolly, UK
  - Heterogeneity of treatment effect
  - Jack Iwashyna
  - Panel debate: which ways forward?

---

*Indicative times. Individual sessions will have staggered start and end times.*